
Reading with your child 

Below you will find lots of questions you can ask your child when you are reading with them. There are a lot 
here so please don’t try and use them all every time! Discussing the book is in many ways more important 
than reading the text, so please make this your focus. It will take longer to get through individual books, but 
the quality of learning will be so much better than if you just read through book after book. So, keep this 
safe so you can refer to it every time you read with your child. Have fun, and enjoy reading! 

Before you start 

 Look at the front cover. What could the book be about? What is making you say that? 

 Who wrote the book? Have you ever read any other books by this person? 

During reading 

 Are there any unfamiliar words? Can you sound it out? Do the words around help you (context)? 

 What does that word mean?  

 Can you find a word in the text that means the same as ... (give children a synonym of a word in the 
text). 

 Which type of stories have openings like this? Do you think this story will develop in the same way?  

 Who are the main characters in the story? What do they look like? Who are they? Where do they 
live? 

 Why is there an exclamation mark there? How does it make you read that sentence? 

 Why is that word written in bold/italics? Does it change how you read the word? 

 How do the characters feel? What is making you say that – are there clues in the text? 

 What do you think will happen next? What has happened in the story to make you think that? 

 Where / when does the story take place? 

When you have finished the book 

 What was your favourite part of the book? Why? 

 Did the story end in the way you thought it would or were you surprised? Why? 

 Can you re-tell the story in your own words?  

 Can you act out a part of the story? 

 If you were the author would you change anything? 

 Does this story remind you of any others that you have read?  

 Use three sentences to describe the beginning, middle and end of this text?  

 You’ve got 10 words; sum up this story.  

 Can you think of another story which has a similar theme; e.g. good over evil? Do you think this 
story will go the same way?  

 Do any of the characters remind you of someone you know? How? 

For non-fiction information books 

 How do the title/ contents page/chapter headings/glossary/index… help us find information in this 
book?  

 Which part of the text should I use to find…?  

 Why has the author organised the information like this?  

 What are the main points/ideas in this paragraph?  On this page?  

 Tell me 3 facts you have learnt from this book 

 Who would you recommend this book to, and why 
 


